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Introduction.!!!!!!





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!!!! !!!Fig.!36.!!!!!!! ! Lake!Cowan,!Norseman.!!!!!!For!Aalto!it!was!virtually!subarctic!Finland,!whereas!mine!is!the!largest!temperate!woodland!in!the!world!with!the!normally!dryTbed!salt!lake!Norseman,!Western!Australia.!In!the!outworking!of!a!creatural!view!of!nature!for!design!both!Ruskin!and!Aalto!engage!landscape!as!a!formative!relational!experience!as!well!as!a!national/regional/specific!loci!approach!to!design.!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !Fig.!62.!! ! Detail.!!!Feet.!!!












































































!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !! !! !!!!Fig.!81.!!!!!!!2nd!layer!of!horsehair!showing!ties,!holding!the!hair!in!place.!!!
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! !! !! !!!Fig.!82.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2nd!layer!prior!to!felt!and!calico!cover.!!!!!!





































































































                 Fig.!103.!!!!!!!John!Ruskin.!Australian!Opal!(19th&!20th!centuries).!
!!!For!me!personally!the!legacy!of!Ruskin!and!Aalto!has!been!critical!in!understanding!where!I!fit!within!a!paradigm!of!continuity;!an!affirmation!of!the!essential!nature!of!my!practice!and!its!values!within!a!rich!legacy!of!a!creatural!view,!and!not!as!some!ironically!suggest!in!the!current!pluralistic!context!as!idiosyncratic.!!!As!an!example!to!explore!of!anyone!taking!a!creatural!view!into!modernism!Alvar!Aalto!has!been!exemplary!in!demonstrating!characteristics!of!what!that!might!look!like.439!The!choice!of!Aalto!was!based!on!correspondences!in!his!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!439!!Note:!There!are!others,!such!as!the!Catalan!Modernists!Antonio!Gaudi!(1852T1926)!and!Josep!Maria!Jujol!(1879T1949),!important!figures!on!the!edge!of!early!modernism.!Pevsner!in!Pioneers(in(Modern(Design!(1936)!strangely!includes!Gaudi!but!excludes!Aalto.!
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ideas,!writing!and!practice,!with!those!expounded!in!the!early!part!of!19th!century!by!John!Ruskin.!The!fact!that!the!key!writers!of!early!modernist!architectural!history!exclude!Aalto!from!their!histories,!says!more!about!their!recognition!of!Aalto’s!differing!epistemology!and!ontology,!disqualifying!him!given!their!own!teleological!readings.440!Rather!than!exclude!Aalto!as!a!key!figure!in!early!modernist!history,!the!thesis!reaffirms!his!beguiling,!unique!position!within!it.!Looking!at!Aalto!from!his!beginnings,!given!his!stated!epistemology!of!1924/!25!that!has!the!expressed!characteristics!of!a!creatural!view,!brings!a!more!cogent!understanding!of!his!thinking!and!work.!Given!Aalto’s!example,!the!thesis!brings!to!light!a!paradigm!of!continuity,!freedom,!wisdom!and!germaneness!for!the!present.!!!The!core!virtue!of!Ruskin’s!work!was!his!‘theoria’!verses!‘aesthesis’!approach!to!show!how!historically!values!had!been!engaged!within!a!Judeo/Christian!worldview!T!with!outcomes,!even!beauty.!We!can!compare!Ruskin’s!analysis!with!Erich!Auerbach!writings!almost!one!hundred!years!later;!he!uses!comparable!terms,!‘ethicoTtheological’!verses!‘aesthetic/stylistic’.!Thus!armed!Ruskin!engages!a!number!of!arenas!in!an,!‘all!of!life!view,’!bringing!together!art,!polity,!justice,!health,!economies,!and!the!church.!His!writing!is!set!in!a!society!rich!with!the!promise!of!the!Industrial!Revolution,!as!it!brings!an!almost!profound!understanding!and!application!of!the!everyday!in!science!and!technology.!It!is!this!promise!that!progressively!becomes!the!source!and!cause!of!a!scientific!materialism!worldview.!!!The!Industrial!Revolution,!with!its!failures!of!dislocation,!industrial!disease,!exploitation,!deprivation!and!environmental!pollution,!was!also!full!of!promise!and!reward!T!an!explosion!for!which!Ruskin!equally!shared!an!interest.!In!time!we!have!progressively!experienced!some!reformation!as!Ruskin!saw!the!need!and!it!can!be!clearly!argued!that!he!had!significant!influence,!whilst!we!see!the!erosion!of!the!foundation!of!values!themselves!creating!equally!profound!problems.!!!What!we!discover!in!Ruskin’s!writings!in!his!‘theoria’!approach!was!his!leaning!to!the!Divine!and!the!prophetic.!Given!his!epistemology,!he!writes!‘We!may!always!know!what!is!right!but!(without!revelation)!not!always!what!is!possible.’!Using!his!gifting!as!an!architect,!Aalto!leans!to!‘intuition’!for!revelation!in!dealing!with!the!architectural!program!and!its!complexity.!He!is!also!aware!that!he!has!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!440!Note:!Gideon!excludes!Aalto!in!his!first!issue!of!Space(Time(and(Architecture!(1941)!but!gave!Aalto!prominence!11!years!later!in!the!2nd,!revised!and!reprinted!edition!(1952).!
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message!of!continuity;!he!does!not!subscribe!to!the!unrealism!of!universals!or!ideals.441!!!!Ruskin’s!well!known!aphorism!’when!we!build!we!should!build!forever‘!is!a!statement!about!the!value!of!work,!materials,!resources,!environment,!culture!and!who!we!are!as!human!beings.442!It!is!a!legacy!of!Ruskin!that!Aalto!shares.!It!is!a!commitment!to!future!generations!and!can!be!to!be!contrasted!with!materialism,!fashion,!mass!consumption,!obsolescence!and!waste,!with!devaluing!human!life,!of!becoming!rather!than!being,!with!power!over!nature!rather!than!nurture,!with!relativistic!and!deterministic!pluralism!than!meaning.!!!Refusing!a!reductive!and!mastery!approach!to!design!and!architecture,!both!Ruskin!and!Aalto!choose!to!embrace!the!complex!whole!and!its!interdependency!with!theoria,!believing!that!to!do!so!reflects!the!nature!of!our!humanity,!the!natural!and!spiritual!world!we!live!in.!By!embracing!the!complex!whole!it!introduces!freedom,!risk!and!misunderstanding,!with!accusations!of!anarchism!and!pluralism;!which!Ruskin!fought,!and!by!the!complexity!of!his!work!Aalto!would!be!falsely!accused!of.!!!!!As!a!shared!legacy!I!believe!a!creatural!view!offers!a!‘coherent!discourse’!in!addressing!Colquhoun’s!‘deep!concern’!over!‘an!absence’!or!using!Weston’s!expression!for!this!period;!‘difficult!times.’443!The!research!has!been!affirming!with!a!rigorous!intellectual!approach,!previously!lacking!in!my!practice.!For!both!Ruskin!and!Aalto,!what!they!admired!came!with!wisdom,!their!understanding!within!a!creatural!view!proffered!insights!from!both!their!epistemological!and!ontological!positions.!The!thesis!has!enabled!me!to!appreciate!the!richness!of!the!legacy!of!a!creatural!view,!for!not!only!to!‘inquire!as!to!the!wisdom!displayed!in!the!realization!of!the!architectural!work’!to!quote!Charrington!and!Nava!as!they!look!at!Aalto,!but!to!also!enquire!into!the!wisdom!both!men!possessed!in!how!they!looked.444!The!research!offers!ways!forward!with!profoundly!rich,!relational!opportunities!and!insights!that!I!trust!the!studio!proposals!begin!to!touch!on.!!!Coming!back!to!values!and!their!position!in!the!thesis,!notably!their!capacity!to!engage!deeper!purpose!and!meaning,!the!social!scientist!Richard!Slaughter!in!his!article!Welcome(to(the(Anthropocene!(2012)!attempts!to!provide!a!‘reality!check’!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!441!Göran!Schildt,!Alvar(Aalto(in(His(Own(Words,!trans.!Timothy!Binham.!Helsinki:!Otava!Publishing.!1997.!See!chapter!XII!Parting!Remarks.!442!Richard!Weston,!Alvar(Aalto.!London:!Phaidon!Press!Limited,!1995.!p.!227.!443!Alan!Colquhoun,!Modernity(and(the(Classical(Tradition.!Cambridge!M.A:!The!MIT!Press,!1989.!p.!xi.!Weston,!Alvar(Aalto.!p.!121.!444!Harry!Charrington!and!Vezio!Nava,!eds.!Alvar(Aalto(the(Mark(of(the(Hand!Helsinki:!Rakennustieto,!2011.!p.!12.!
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for!the!present.!Though!he!is!attempting!to!address!ecological!problems,!he!is!looking!at!the!wider!society!that!is!inclusive!of!design!and!mass!consumption.!His!use!of!the!term!‘Anthroprocene!Epoch’!is!a!catchphrase!to!describe!the!period!before!us!as!‘a!phase!in!history!of!both!humankind!and!of!the!Earth!when!natural!forces!become!intertwined,!so!that!the!fate!of!the!one!determines!the!fate!of!the!other.’445!Slaughter!appears!to!be!challenging!scientific!materialism!as!he!draws!attention!to!the!false!belief!that!science!and!technology!hold!the!key!to!shaping!the!future!–!he!calls!them!‘externals.’446!In!looking!for!a!solution!he!notes!the!decline!of!the!ethico/theological!approach!noting!the!‘lost!salience’!of!most!of!the!Churches!in!the!West.!He!can!only!suggest!‘intangibles’!–!his!word!for!values!as!an!answer.447!!!For!Aalto!and!Ruskin!a!creatural,!ethico/theological!approach!brings!forth!restraint,!wisdom!and!correction!in!a!time!of!change.!It!is!worth!quoting!Fuller!on!Ruskin!again!bearing!in!mind!Ruskin’s!worldTview!is!an!‘all!of!life’:!
Perhaps(that(unity(between(scientific,(spiritual(and(aesthetic(life,(which(
Ruskin(longed(for,(is(again(becoming(possible(.....(He(provides(clues(not(only(to(
the(spiritual(and(aesthetic(dilemmas(of(his(time,(but(also(for(our(own.448(
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 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!445!Richard!Slaughter,!Welcome(to(the(Anthropocene.(Futures!44.!Elsevier.!2012.!pps.!119T126.!!446!Ibid.!p.!122.!447!Ibid.!p.!125.!448!M.!Wheeler!and!N.!Whiteley,!eds.!The(Lamp(of(Memory:(Ruskin,(Tradition,(and(
Architecture.!Manchester:!Manchester!University!Press.!1992.!p.!170.!Fuller!Peter,!Theoria:(Art,(and(the(Absence(of(Grace.!London.!1998.!p.!6. !
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